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I. INTRODUCTION 
The importance of inventoey control in industey today cannot 
be challenged. The :realization or this tact has led leading executives 
and educators to sound the warning that lack of interest by manag~ent 
.could very well spell disaster. J. H. Barber, Vice President in charge 
ot manufacturing at Walworth Company wrote, "Today, inventory control 
is recognized as one of industry1s major probl~s - a probl~ big 
enough to command the attention of chief ~cutives and complex enough 
to dety their casual solution." * Another thought on the subject is 
expressed by w.1man P. Fiske, Professor of Accounting at Massachusetts 
Institute or Technology who stated, 1'Inventories have been called 
the g:raVef!rd of American business because they have SO frequently been 
the prime cause of business failures." ** 
At the outset we must clearly distinguish the difference 
between management of inventorz and control ot inventorzo Management 
is the administrative part responsible for setting up the policieso 
~~agem.ent determines ~ should be controlled and ~ should control 
it. Definite responsibility is placed on departments and individuals 
within the organization who become charged with the :responsibility for 
control. 
*2" ppl 
**7 pp 1 
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It then becomes their duty to determine h2! the inventor,y should be 
controlled. Theirs is to make periodic checks upon it and made neces-
sar.r suggestions tor the revisions in the system to management. For 
this purpose an inventor,r committee is designated as management's team 
to set the review policy. Usually included on this team are the heads 
ot the Production., Manufacturing, Engineering, Purchasing and Cost 
Accounting Departments. Each is a key figure in the control of inven-
tories. On this aspect of the subject Professor Fiske contributes this 
thought. "Details of the development of policy can be lett to respon-
sible individuals in different divisions but the broad outline and 
limits are a te~agement problem that cannot be delegated .without 
great peril to the business. 11 * 11It is the total lack of management 
rather than control which explains many business failures attributed 
Be Need for Controls 
A look at the balance sheet of ~ industrial fir.m will 
quicklY reveal the relationship between the value. of all t,pes of 
inventories to the overall value of current assets. The investment in 
inventories represents more than ;Q% of all current assets. Such large 
investments tie up working capital that would be required to keep the 
position of the fir.m liquid. Thus there is immediate need for controlse 
Wby do we need controls? First, from a monetar.y viewpoint it costs 
* 7 pp 2 
**7 pp l 
money to carry excessive inventoriese "Inventories are more often 
high than low .. n * The cost of carrying excessive inventories even-
tuallY appear as overhead expense in the form of interest on invest-
ment.fl insurance, warehousing, handling, checking, taxes, obsolesence 
and because excessive inventories mean unbalanced inventories. Second, 
wastage and improper utilization of materials in the factor.y necessi-
tates the need for control. A lack of control exists when a workman, 
who damages or misplaces material can usually receive an additional 
supplY from the storeroom without much questioning. "Poor control of 
material is frequentlY accampanied by poor stockroom administration in 
a way that may easily throw out of balance any operation programs which 
have been adopted. 1a ** 
c.. Benefits of Control 
Mr. Lewis, Vice President at American T.ype Founders Inc. lists 
an excellent set of benefits which may be derived from good inventory 
controls. *** 
le Free working capital for other essential purposes. 
2e Simplify production problems"' 
5e Maintain a high turnover" 
6. Prevent the accumulation of mistakes in design, manufacturing 
errors and rejected products .. 
6 
Controls are not derived automaticallY. )~ managements 
mistake system for controle Benefits accrue only to those who use 
intelligence and sound hum.an judgment. "Good inventory management 
and control is a matter of intelligence and not a matter of systmn or 
routine., '1 * Many firms set up an excellent s;,:stem of stores, perpetual 
inventories, forms tor receipt and delivery, and they refer to this 
system. A system is only a tool which when used properlY by intelligent 
individuals provides sound control. No system can operate automaticallY 
and furthermore the best system will fail if the people operating it do 
not use sound judgment. 
De Types of Inventory 
Each industry has inventories peculiar to it~ In this thesis 
we are concerned with inventories peculiar to manufacturers of special 
machinery. The types of inventories that are common in the industry are: 
le Raw materials which include castings, forgings, bar and sheet 
steel. If the factory operates its own foundry, foundry metals such as 
pig iron, silicon, scrap metal, brass and alum.inum, coke are in this 
category.. In general raw material is any material that must be processed 
after receipt in the planto 
2. Purchased parts include all items complete from outside vendors 
or from other divisions of the company. 
* 12 pp 663 
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3~ tools used in ~ufaoture which are standard in nature are 
purchased outside in economical quantities. Such tools include files8 
grinding wheels, etc. In addition special tools needed may be ~utac­
tured in the plant. 
4. General stores and supplies are materials of a general nature 
as the terms imply used in ~utacture. Included in the categ~ are 
a multitude of items .. 
5. Finished parts include stock items which are used for assembly, 
sub assemblies or for service parts. 
6. Finished assemblies represents the finished machinery that may 
be stocked in the warehouse or be in the hands ot the sales departments. 
7e Work in process inventory all materials, sub-assemblies and 
assemblies in the plant which have been released to the. various manufac-
turing departments. the inventory control section controls the release 
ot material to the first operation or to the point ot ass~ly. 
In addition to these inventories which require control there is an in-
vestment usually quite large in jigs and fixtures which are necessary 
tor simplifYing machine operations. Although little control is exercised 
on this type of investment, ~agements should give it more consideration 
as it could be very costly~> 
E. Scope ot Thesis 
Inventory control is a subject that is very broad. Its complex-
ity varies among firms., Some firms have excellent controls while others 
fail because ef insufficient controls. It is not possible to cover 
every aspect without becoming involved in a project the length of a 
book. To narrow the study to the practices of one comp~ would limit 
the usetullness of the thesise In this thesis the study made of the 
inventory control of one co~p~ which is representative of the indus-
try will be used as a nucleus. The scope will be broadened by pre-
senting throughout the thesis different phases of inventory control as 
they apply to the particular section of the study. 
It is necessary at the outset to understand a point brought 
out under benefits of controls that is~ inventory control must have 
two general requisites-system and human judgment. Intelligent people 
from executives to workmen are necessar,y to make any system function. 
This point cannot be over-emphasized. It is a known tact that systems 
do not function automaticallY just as machines are not completely auto-
matic. In industry we have set up men to prepare machines for operation. 
Next we have operators that watch these machines to see that they func-
tion smoothly and that they do not breakdown. If there occur breakdowns, 
and they result from other than through normal wear and tear$ it is be-
n~use someone was careless. This is analogous to inventory control~ 
First, responsible personnel set up a system of controls. Then the 
system is watched as it functions. Breakdowns are averted by intelli-
gence being exercised. Those in the position of control sound the warn-
ing of impending breakdown. 
9 
/ 
The study on inventory control presented in this thesis will 
include tour sections. 
l. Organi~ation 
2. Procedures 
3. Discussion on Economic Volume 
4. Inventor,ying 
Organization will include the departments responsible tor 
control, their functions and management policies on controls. 
Ordering.~~ receiving.~~ storing, issuing, accumulating and re ... 
cording are procedures that are basic in inventory control. These will 
be discussed in the second section. 
"'nle most important step in inventory control is ordering and 
deciding what kind, how many or each item to make or bey." * hcessive 
inventories create taXing problems tor top managemente It is therefore 
appropriate and certainly no paper would be complete without a section 
on e.conomic volume.. This section will cover responsibilitT tor deter-
mining inventory controls, responsibility for control of inventory, a 
discussion on maximums and minimums, inventory turnover. Its applica-
tion in practice by industry will be made.. Graphs and charts will be 
illustrated. 
When should inventories be taken? What preparations should 
be made before the inventory is taken? Will perpetual inventories take 
the place of physical inventories? These are questions to be answered 
* 5 pp212 
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in the f'eurth section on physical inventories<~~ 
Accounting has not been included in this study. Most wri tors 
on the subject of' inventory controls exclude the accounting function. 
Industrial controls are primaril¥ concerned with quantities. Such 
terms as ffma.terial control" and ~tstores" control are substituted for 
inventory control. It is therefore appropriate at this point to make 
some mention of' accountinge 
Accounting has long been called the 1'watchdol" for inventorieso!D 
Weaknesses in controls are brought out by accounting. Review ot job 
orders especially under standard costs shows waste in materials. Finan-
cial statements serve as a warning of' mounting inventories. UsuallY it 
is the accounting department who takes active interest and sets up the 
physical inventory program. Earlier it was stat®d that the cost account• 
ant is a member of' the inventory committee. Since this is not a thesis 
on accounting» little mention of' it will be made in the main body of' the 
report. 
11 
IIe ORGANIZATION 
Top management having formulated the policies for inventor.y 
controls, design~tes appropriate departments within the company to 
administer the controls which are vital to a harmonious tuncti~ing 
of the whole organisatione 
There is same controversy as to which department should have 
control of stores and raw materials. This point presents a problem of 
centralised vs decentralized controls. The testimony or opinion of 
writers on the subject vary. WWhile some few factories place materials 
control under the purchasing agent and occasionally under the treasurer, 
by far the greatest number of plants place the responsibility and control 
under the production manager who in turn reports to the chief manufac-
turing executive.. This does not mean, however., that purchasing and fi-
nancial departments have no interest in inventor.y control. Their advice 
and active assistance should at all times be available." * 
Further study brought this opinion based on a survey made by 
Business Week magazine. "With cost ot materials constituting 50% or 
more of the total manufactured product cost, on the average there is 
valid reason to segregate this responsibility at the policy level so 
that any conflict in relative advantages in purchasing and production 
economies can be evaluated and resolved trom an overall objective view• 
point of company advantage rather than permitting either department to 
* 1 pp 350 
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retain this separate acccuntabilit~ up to the point where pnrchased 
materials actuallf become materials in process." * A surve~ recent~ 
completed by Purchasing magazine covering 484 representative:manufac-
turing companies shows that the predominant opinion is in favor ef hav-
ing the administration of stores within the jurisdiction of the purchas-
ing department. The question was asked, "Is the stores department in 
~our camp~ a separate department or under the jurisdiction of the 
purchasing department, or under some other department?" ** 
The replies indicated the following: 
Separate department---· ------ , ........ - ......... ·- 18.2% 
Purchasing department-------... -" · · .. .. ·------- 61.,2% 
Under some other department------m- -- · - 20.6% 
It is understood from this article that stores include all 
raw materials as well as general store!! and suppliel!, It should not 
include finished parts that m&7 be burther fabricated before being in 
its completed forms 
A third opinion found in the stu~ gives credence to the 
first one which favors control by the production department. 1~t is 
of primary importance that inventory control including all its various 
phases be a c.mponent part of the production department. This is fun-
damental since all manufacturing inventory is either direct~ or in-
directl~ generated by scheduling a function of the production depart~ 
ment,. 11 *** 
* 15 pp 79 
** 15 pp 79 
*** 5 PP 199 
1.3 
These varying opinions on which department in an organiza-
tion should have responsibility and control of inventories have one 
thing in common, that being controls are necessar,y whether they be 
centralized in the production department or decentralized and control-
led by some other department such as the storekeeping department and 
the toolroom department. ~Each company adopts the specific organiza-
tional arrangement which accomplishes the best results most effictently 
and economically .. " * 
The organizational arrangement of the United Shoe Machiner,y 
Corporation, Beverly factory was studied. The purpose was to determine 
which department had responsibility and control of the types of inven-
tory peculiar to the manufacture •f shoe machinery which is the princi-
pal product. The types of inventory include raw materials., finished 
parts and machines, general stores and supplies, and tools~ Having in 
mind the opinions of those advocating centralized vs decentralized con-
trol the research included the organizational arrangement of the pro-
duction department, purchasing department, and the stores and stockroom 
departments. 
A. Production Department 
The responsibility and control of the production department 
is for all finished parts and machines. Included as finished parts 
* 1 PP .352 
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are parts which may be used to manufacture other parts. Also includ-
ed are parts which are purchased from outside V!.'.mdorsm From the time 
a manufacturing order is taken out by the production department until 
the parts are transferred to stock the control rests with this depart-
ment. Similarly for the assembly of machines by schedule all parts, 
sub-assemblies, and assemblies of tinished.m.acbines are controlled by 
the production department. Tool control is a function of the depart-
ruent also. The physical control of tools and parts are the responsibi-
lity of the toolroom department and stockroom department~ 
Internally the production department is sub-divided into 
sections .. 
1. The order section headed by an order clerk controls a group of 
machines and all the parts used in the assembly of ite The section 
maintains balance of stock cards and orders replenishment ef stock at 
minimum stock or order pointe The duties also include watching con-
s'Ul'11ptien and making "suggestions" for recrderfh 
2. The checking section is set up to review balance of stock cards 
tor consumption and clerical accuracy • 
.3e The chasing section is responsible tor expediting orders in the 
plant that are overdue for stock. The personnel are called 'chasers•. 
Their duties are to locate the parts and take necessar,y steps to ~ssure 
rapid completiono 
There are other duties connected with the production department 
such as making up the hectograph production papers, closing orders, and 
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B. Purchasing Department 
The purchasing department in addition to regular purchasing 
responsibilities has the responsibility and control of all raw materials 
such as toundr7metals, bar and sheet steel, and all general stores and 
supplies. The balance of stock cards for all raw materials and general 
stores and supplies are maintained in the purchasing department. Most 
of the raw material is standardized which makes it conducive for control 
by the purchasing department. An order clerk maintains the perpetual 
inventories and watches consumption making suggestion for reorder and 
change in ordering point based on prevailing business conditions. 
V~tenance stores are controlled by the maintenance depart• 
ment but the records for these stores are kept by the purchasing depart-
ment. Unlike general stores it is difficult to measure consumption 
of special maintenance stores due to the irregularity of need and usee 
c. Stores and Stockroom Departments 
The general store and stockroom departments are responsible 
for the physical control of inventories. Duties include the receipt, 
storage,. accumulation and delivery of raw materials, stores and sup-
plies and stock into the plant. 
All deliveries are based en requisitions authorized by the production 
department in the case of manufacturing orders or by foremen in the 
case of stores and supplies. No records pertaining to quantities on 
hand are maintained by the storekeeper0 The location of stores are 
the only records kept by the department so that deliveries may be 
made promptly,. 
Another research was made on organizational arrangement,. 
The General Electric Comp~ was selected because it serves as a good 
basis for comparison. The company· is a metal producing comp~ simi-
lar to the United Shoe Machiner.r Corp.. It is located in the same area 
geographicallY in West Lfnn, Mass. By use of the questianaire a series 
of questions were asked pertaining to inventory controls. One question 
dealing with organization was, which department is charged with the 
responsibility for control of raw materials, general stores and supplies, 
finished parts and assemblies, and tools? The answer to this question 
was as .follows: 
1.. Raw materials and general stores and supplies are controlled 
by the production depar~ent .. 
2,. Finished parts and assemblies are controlled by the manufac-
turing sectione 
3,. Tools are controlled by the methods planning section,. 
lS 
A second question asked was --~1hat responsibility does the Purchasing 
Department have in the organization? The Purchasing Department serves 
in an advisory capacity only establishing lead time, was the answer. 
It is true that enough companies were not studied to draw a 
general conclusion that all companies or most companies have similar 
organization arrangements as the United Shoe Machinery Corporation or 
the General Electric Company. Smaller companies have different methods 
of controlling inventories and mapy have no controls although they may 
have a materials recording s,ystem. The study does prove ho1~ver that 
inventor.y controls may be centralized or decentralized and the organ-
izational arrangement adopted which gets the best results. 
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IIIe PROCEDURES 
Along with an efficient organization to administer controls 
there must be a ~stem of inventory controls. This system has certain 
requisites which are col!linon to all companies. The method or details 
may vary but usually every company has procedures for ordering, receiv-
ing and inspection, transferring to stock,· storing, issuing, accumulat-
i:n.g, and recording. Ea.sh of these elements are important to the proper 
functioning of control. 
A. Ordering 
••The most important step in inventoey control is ordering or 
deciding what and how many of each item to order or xna.ke." * Ordering 
consists of placing an order tor a specific quantity, of specific 
quality, and with a specific date of delivery unless some unforseen dif-
ficulty prevents the delivery on t~neo Generally raw materials, general 
stores and supplies are purchased from outside vendors while finished 
parts, semifinished parts are produced within the plant. It is impor-
tant to have definite procedures for ordering materials, supplies and 
finished parts so that the element of control will be preserved. 
le Ordering by purchase 
A "request to purchase 11 fovm is prepared by the production 
department giving quantity and part number onlY. The request is for-
warded to the purchasing department where the actual purchase order is 
made up. 
* 5 pp 212 
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It is the responsibility of the purchasing department to place the order 
with the vendor and follow up the purchase order until the parts are de-
livered to stock. The purchasing supervisor approves all purchase:orders 
before they are sent out. The purchase order number is given to the pro-
duction department together with a cow of the purchase order (this is 
not standard practice with all companies) which is filed as an open 
order in the stock record section and notation made on the order sugges-
tion card in the file. 
The purchasing department from vendors 1 quotations of special 
price for large lot purchase advises the production depart~ent for pur-
poses of increasing the standard order when the savings gained from the 
large lot purchase more than offsets the added cost of stocking a quan-
tity in excess of current consumption. A special form is drafted and 
in use by the General Electric Company for this purposeo (See exhibit 
#2) 
The pattern followed for good control of purchases is to is-
sue a request for purchase from the production department or from the 
manufacturing department in cases where special materials are necessar.y 
and a production department function does not exist signed by the depart-
ment head or foreman and sent to the purchasing department. There the 
purchase order is made up and again approved by the purchasing agent or 
supervisor. This control pattern with centralized plant purchasing is 
the best form of controlling the ordering of inventories. 
21. 
TO: DATE: __________ _ 
l,1ATERIAL:: FILE REF: _________ _ 
PURPOSE: The analysis sheet below has been prepared in order to provide a 
means of setting forth the factors required for quicka positive 
determination of most profitable buying quantities~ 
PRINCIPLE:The principle utilized is percentage of profit yielded on the 
extra immediate investment required to purchase the larger quan-
tity at the lesser unit price. 
romru:LA (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(x) 
(y) 
(z) 
- total cost of minimum quantity (as specified on requisi-
tion) at the higher unit cost. 
- total cost of larger quantity at lesser unit cost 
.... total ultimate cost of larger quanti"t.y if purchased in 
multiples of minimum quantity (at the higher unit cost) 
... additional ultimate cost intposed by Purchasing the total 
(larger) quantity at the higher unit cost 
- extra immediate investment required to order the economi-
cal (larger) quantity 
- percentage of profit on the extra immediate investment 
By working out the simple formula as follows the percentage of profit on 
surplus investment may be arrived at 
c minus b- x 
b minus a- y 
x divided by y -- z 
The blank f'orraulas to be filled in as follows 
(a) quantity at unit price equals total cost ______ __ 
(b) quantit;r. at unit price equals total cost ___ _ 
(c) quantity at unit price_equa.ls total cost ___ _ 
(c) (b) 
minus (b) minus(a.-5 --
(x)===:::::::: (y)==== {y) ___ ,
__ --.~%profit on extra immediate investment 
Use per month 
Small quantit ... y_(,..a"'~')-----.-.:-"'-----_--m-on-t~h£ s supply 
Larger quantity (b) __ --::---- monthts supply 
Purchasing Dept .. recommends quantity be purchased at cost. __ 
Inventor;r Controller Decision. ____ _ 
BY ______________ , __________ __ 
DATE._ ________________ _ 
Exhibit 2 
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2. Ordering by manufacturing order 
The greatest number of orders originate through shop orders 
for the manufacture of finished parts which are used in assemblies or 
for repair parts. These orders are taken out through the production 
department. The planning section prepares the standard quantity of 
material to produce a standard order. The standard also includes the 
type of material as called for by the drawing. Also included on the 
master card are the standard time allowance for each operation, the 
code for the department where the operation is to be performed~ The 
same for setting up operations are included on the master card. This 
card is usuallY referred to as a hectograph master (see exhibit 13) 
which contains fixed info~ation~ To the fixed information is added 
the variable factors. Manufacturing orders which include the produc-
tion papers such as the pay vouchers, material requisitions, transfer 
slips are all hectographed from the master. This type of manufacturing 
order is known as job order. Each job is identified by a number. All 
the production control papers and forms throughout the factory can be 
traced by this order number. 
A variation from the job order is the standing order method 
of manufacture. This is similar to a continuous process form of manu-
facture. The estimated production of special tools, special products 
of manufacture for stock, are ordered by taking out a stat1ding order. 
Stock is manufactured and transferred to the stockroom continuouslYe 
i ~t Comp. Req.. Quantity Order I ---w·=-·-· ~~·-~-,·~~'''"''~~,=T~" r~,~ ,~ 
1 1-10 1-14 1-23 Co-4114 lPc. SQ-~~001 
1-cnanp ( Ma t"il rAlum AII'QYTRout-eT~-g::7:.tr-TL-:;·f>l 
· 8058558-1 lMfg.~ime\ 5-1-7-1 Days 
Paper Distr. A 
"""" -~-""""_,._,._..,_,,__~ - ··-~····'·'·'-~ ... ~--·"'-'""-'-·~-.. ~~? •• ,.,,, .~· 
• Oper.. Set Up w .. s .. Desc .. of Oper., Price 
~----~~----·~~. 
1 
2 
~ 
4 
5 
.. 45 
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Exhibit 3 
Copy of a hectograph master used in the 
preparation of production papers 
The standing order can be increased or decreased as future demands war-
rant. A particular lot cannot be identified by job order number. Stand-
ard time allowances for operations as fixed by the planning section re-
main in effect on pay vouchers which are hectographed in advance. 
3. Ordering for ass~bl1 
Materials and parts needed for the assembling of a.machine or 
group o£ machines, for sub-assemblies are usually summarized on a set-
ting up list or a bill of materials. The setting up list is a catalo-
gue or every part listed by part number and quantity o£ each part needed 
to assemble one machine or sub-assembly depending upon the list. I£ the 
list is for a complete machine it will call tor the sub-assemblies nec-
essary to set up the machine. At United Shoe when orders are received 
for the assemble of a lot or machines this setting up list is prepared 
from the master catalogue. A copy or it is sent through the production 
department's stock record section where quantities are written oft the 
stock cards. Parts which are not in stock are noted and production 
orders or purchase orders are t&ten out for the insufficient parts. The 
list is forwarded to the expediting department where parts which are not 
in stock are picked ott tor query. FrGm there the list is sent to the 
stockroom where all the parts in stock are p~sicallY withdrawn and 
delivered to the setting up floor. So that there will be no production 
delays the sub-assemblies needed for the machines are started from the 
delivered parts~ 
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At General Electric Company the material list is referred to 
as the .2m g! materlalsGI The system is similar for ordering materials 
and parts needed in an assembly. 
Material and parts used in an assembly can be ordered by use 
of tabulating cards. A standard file of parts are maintained for each 
machine. The master card has punched the part number, quantity, type 
of material, and other variable infor.mation as required. The unit price 
may be irAeluded on the master card also so that when the list is pre-
pared the reproduced cards can be extended and the list can be used for 
accounting purposes in making entries~ By using this method setting up 
lists can be prepared by tabulating machine. 
The ~etermination of quantities ordered will be included in 
the next section on Economic Volume. This section covers methods of 
ordering and departments where the ordeiS originate. 
B. Receiving and Inspection 
Raw material and parts purchased from outside vendors are re-
ceived in a. central receiving room. The purpose for this procedure is 
to control all receipts of items from outside sources and prevent them 
from going directly to the various departments without first being 
checked against the purchase order for proper quantity, quality, and 
authorization for purchase. The packages are opened and inspected for 
any damages as well as quantity and kind* Either a separate receiver 
is made up or notation is made on the reeeiv!Ag, copy of the purchase 
order. The form is forwarded to the purchasing department where it is 
held until the billing is received., If the receipt is only partial the 
receiving room where it is filed tintil the order is complete. 
"It is becoming the practice to have receiving a part of ma-
terials control." * Usually the receiving depart•ent and the stockroom~ 
and the shipping room are all under one foreman or supervisor. This 
places the physical control and responsibility in the hands of one person 
who in turn cooperates with the inventor.y control or material control 
depart1nent<lil 
c. Transfers to Stock 
Parts manufactured within the plant are transferred to the 
stockroom. A stock transfer form from the last operation or from the 
inspection department to the stockroom gives the location or department 
numbers and quantity transferred also date transferred. The form is made 
up in triplicate!) One copy is retained by the stockroom., The original 
and duplicate copies are stamped with date processed b.1 the stockroom 
and sent to the production department. Here entry is made on the per-
petual inventory stock card and on the index card of the order and for-
warded to the expediting department and on to the central file. 
Parts and materials received from outside sources are trans-
ferred to the stockroom with a cop,y of the receiving report. 
* 1 pp 357 
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Do Storing 
Stockroom location of parts transferred to stock is ver.y essen-
tial to good inventor,y control. The study or location is two-fold. First 
is the location of the stocloroom in relation to the tactor,y as a whole. 
Second is the proper storing or parts transferred to stock so that they 
may be issued without delay when requisitioned. That means proper in-
dexing of stock and clearly marking location. Proper symbolization et 
stock is necessar,r to this end. 
"One of the prime considerations in the location ot a stock-
roam relates to Whether it should be centralized or decentralized. The 
centralization ot all storage into one area affords a better opportunity 
for stores control, is easier to supervise, and usuall1 involves a lower 
operating cost. Furthermore, a well coordinated central stockroo.m can 
often provide faster and better service to the operating personnel." * 
It is not reco.mmended that large and multistor.y plants use a centralized 
stockroom because of lost time by productive personnel going to and trom 
the stockroom. This can be disputed. Factors such as planning the first 
operation near the stockroQm or,the proximity ot the assembly floor to 
the stockroom reduce lost time~ A factor,y transportation and dispatch 
system also lessen time lost by production personnel in chasing material 
and parts. The use ot sub stockrooms tor materials used in the manufac-
ture of a particular special i~ only, relieves the problem of having 
* ,3 pp 267 
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too many decentralized stockrooms throughout the factorye 
Again using United Shoe Machinery Corporation as an example 
the stockroom location is all on the ground floor except for special 
cases of specialty manufacture. Finished parts are located along an 
entire floor. Parts are stored by machine symbol so that all parts 
used on a particular machine are located within one area in the stock-
room. Parts are kept in tete boxes or on racks and in draws made of 
steel stacked one upon the other. Bar steck9 sheet steel etc. are 
stored on the ground floor in another section of the factor,o The 
raw material is located near the lathes9 and screw machines where 
usually the first operation starts in machining parts. 
The second point, that of proper symbolization, is essen• 
tial to good storing practice. A system of pneumonic symbolization is 
one that is widely used because it is an aid to the memoryo The alpha-
betic symbol usual~y designates the part name or machine name on which 
the part is used. * \~ere the symbol is used a series of numbers can 
follow in one row. If indexing is used, parts can be stored in a:ny bin 
but continual reference to the index may be necessary to locate the 
parts when requisitionedo 
A third point is that all similar parts can be stored at the 
same location. Often parts are misplaced and when requisitions are 
received they are not filled promptly and misinformation is passed to 
* 3 pp 274 
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the stock records section in the production department which may create 
an order being taken out for manufacture unnecessarily. The physical 
storing procedure is as important as the other procedures and should 
not be overlooked as a minor matter. 
Storing includes proper operation of the storero~. Func-
tions of the stores department could vary from company to c~pany, 
however there are three basic duties common to all storerooms. * 
1. The stores department receives and checks in all materials 
from the receiving department. 
2. Stores all goods in the proper place clearly identified 
through the use o:t a suitable code. 
3. Issues material and supplies :tor use upon presentation of 
authorized requisitions. 
Fer inventory control purposes no records should be kept by 
the stores department having to do with quantity in stock. The only 
records kept are stores indexes of mate.rials and their location. The 
storekeeper should not however, be left orr the inventory control 
team. His greatest function is in caring for the material, preventing 
physical deterioration and obsolesence, guarding against materials being 
over-issued or issued without requisitions, all these precautions which 
the storekeeper takes is saving money invested in inventory. 
* 4 pp 634 
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E<~~ Issuing 
Materials and parts are issued from the storeroom upon pre-
sentation ot authorized requisitionse Next to ordering~ the issuing 
procedure and methods is second in importance$ More money is lost 
ever.y year due to either a faulty issuing system or due to careless-
ness on the part ot those people who have the authorization to re~ 
quisition material and parts. 
In manufacture ot machinery, parts and assemblies are on 
a job order basis. Materials and parts may be issued in one ot two 
methods under a job order system which has been set up on standard 
quantities controlled by the production department. 
le Taking as an example the method used by the United Shoe 
Machinery Corp., when a manufacturing order is taken out and the pro-
duction papers prepared from the hectograph master, the material re-
quisition form (see copy ot form used exhibit 1) is hectographed and 
is part ot the production papers. It the order calls tor finished 
parts from stock,(see exhibit 4) that too is prepared and enclosed in 
the production papers package which is sent to the first operation. 
From there the foreman on the job authorizes the withdrawal ot the 
material and parts from the storeroom. The requisition is presented 
and the materials are usede The date of issue is stamped on the back 
ot the requisitions by the storekeeper. In the case ot finished parts 
the quantity is written ott the stock record cards in the production 
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department before being forwarded with the production papers so that 
after the parts have been issued the requisition is forwarded to the 
cost department where the requisitions are priced at standar-d cost. 
From there they go to accounting where material and stock cards are 
accumulated and tabulated weekly for entr.y in books and finally 
filed in the work in process cabinet by order number$ Since the stores 
records are controlled by the purchasing department, the raw material 
requisitions (see exhibit 5) follow an intermediate process. 
The raw material requisitions after being processed in the stores 
department are forwarded to the purchasing department where they are 
priced and the quantities written off the stock cards then forwarded 
to the accounting department~ Here they follow the same procedure 
as the finished parts requisi tiona. 
The finished parts required to assemble a machine are listed 
on a setting up list which is a catalogue by part number and quantity 
of every part on the machine. The quantities are written off the 
stock cards !n the production department before the list is sent to 
the finished stockroom. In the finished stockroom the parts are re-
moved from stock, accumulated, and sent to the setting up floor. 
Additional parts needed to complete the assembling of a machine are 
requisitioned by the foremen on the floor by proper authorization 
using standard finished stock for.ms. Additional parte may be re-
quired due to junking of certain pieces in aeeeD~.bly or due to parts 
being mi$placed at the time of assemblY. However in order to complete 
a machine, duplicate parts are issued. At inventory time a.ll surplus 
parts which accumulate on the setting up floor are gathered and trans-
tarred to the finished stockroom clearlY marked "surplus partsn. 
2. A second method of issuing is one used by the General Electric 
Company and is widelY used with job order method of manufacture and 
assemblY. When an order is taken out, a bill of materials is made up 
listing the material and parts needed to complete the order. This 
' 
list is prepared by the methods planning section~~~ The bill of material 
is forwarded to the storeroom in advance notifYing the storekeeper of 
the materials required and the date which the order will go to produc-
tion. The time required to have material available is scheduled. 
This enables the $torekeeper and the other departments which are in-
volved in securing the material and ready by the date the order i$ re-
leased for production.time to have it available& The storekeeper sends 
a material available form to the production department when all the 
material is on hand. On the day the production order is released to 
the manufacturing department the material is delivered to the first work 
station and a material withdrawal form is sent to the stock record sec• 
tion of the production department where the quantities are written off 
the stock cards., 
Jigs and fixtures needed for the manufacture of the parts 
are issued by the toolroom also on schedule. 
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Finished parts, ~ll tools and supplies which are needed 
are requisitioned by the department foremen and not delivered in 
advance., The issuing ot general stores and supplies as well as small 
tools such as tiles and grinding wheels are in general requisitioned 
as needed. 
Another method ot issuing which is common with compaDiE!Is 
that do not have standard materials and production planning and con-
trol is by having each forman authorize the requisition ot materials 
and parts which his department needs to complete the work"' Usually 
the volume ot withdrawal from stock is small., No tabulating equiP-
ment is needed. Withdrawal is by written authorization signed by the 
to~m.aJ:~.. Characteristic ot this form ot issue is perpetual inventory 
controlled by bin tags with quantities written ott the tag as the 
material is issued. Usually small companies resort to this latter 
methode 
Fe Accumulating 
Some companies proVide tor reservation of parts and raw 
material on their stock record card. Production orders calling tor 
a quantity of parts are reserved in advance ot issue so that inventory 
on hand will not be used on some other production order$ Usually ac-
cumulation through stock records is connected with priority work"' 
3S 
Accumulation may be physical accumulation only. Material 
and parts required for the assembly ot a machine are accumulated in 
the stockroom until the quantity of all the parts needed are on hand 
before they are released to the tactor.y. 
At General Electric Company in some cases parts are physi-
cally accumulated and stored tor an assembly. No reservation pro-
vision is on the perpetual inventor.y records. 
The method ot reservation used bY the United Shoe Machiner.v 
Corp .. is by writing ott the quantities trom setting up lists and 
finished stock requisition cards before forwarding the production 
order to the tactorre The production order ~ not be started on 
schedule because ot a backlog ot work» yet the parts caunot be issued 
tor some other order since in ettect they have been written ott as 
"issued" on the stock record card so that the quantity will not show 
in the balance ot stock on hand. 
Physically, parts are not held up in the stockroom and 
accumulated and stored until all the parts necessar.v to till an order 
are in stock. Parts on the setting up list are released as they are 
removed trom stock and sent to the setting up tloor. In this way sub-
assemblies can be completed and ready tor assembly when the out of 
stock items are delivered. 
One big advantage of accumulating parts in the stockroom 
until the bill of material is complete is that the factory is not 
cluttered up with parte which remain on the floor in temporary storage 
for an indefinite periode Parte on the floor usually become misplaced 
or may be used on same other order if they are standard parts in which 
case duplicate parts must be requisitioned at the time of asaembly. 
Parts lying idle on the setting up floor or in the assembly area be-
come dusty, deteriorated, and damaged from abusive handlinge 
Where methods of accumulation or reservation are used, the 
pnysical control must be tied in with the production departmentts 
perpetual inventory. Otherwise the production department may schedule 
work and requisition material which the stock records shows as 
1in stock' but which are pbysicallf~ut ot stock•. 
Ge Expediting 
Expediting covers a large range of work. There is internal 
expediting which we are interested in and there is external expediting 
which is a function of the purchasing department. External expediting 
is carried on either through correspondence or as was the case during 
the last war by company expediters who are sent out into the field to 
procure and hasten deliver.y of essential materials and parts® 
Production or internal expediting is necessitated by lags 
·in production schedules tor items that are needed for assembly or to 
fill customers• orders. Backlog of work often necessitates a re-
shuffling of production orders in the hands of the manufacturing 
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departmente. If it were not for special rush orders taken by the 
sales department to satisfy customers or if the ordinary reasons for 
loss or productive hours which cause lags in schedule, there would be 
little need tor internal expediting or chasing. However since a 
perfect schedule cannot be maintained, expediting procedures must be 
established in any company. 
The chasing section is set up at the United Shoe Machinery 
Corp. to expedite parts to stock or to the setting up floor, or to 
the shipping room in cases or shipping orders on hand for items not 
in stock. The procedure followed is to set up a query board on which 
all queried parts are listed. The board is a rotary device with flaps 
on which are inserted query tags. The queried part is given to the 
production 'chasers' for the particular department or floor or the 
factory. He locates the parts in process and gets a promise of com-
pletion by a certain date. This information is passed back to the 
expediting personnel in the production department who make notice of 
the date promised on the query tag. 
All transfers from one station or department to another 
until the parts are finally transferred to stock pass through the 
expediting section where the progress of the part is followed. 
Each day as parts are completed and go to stock the query 
tag is removed. New tags are inserted for current quarried parts. 
The color of the tag designates the degree or importance of the query. 
In the case of rush parts, chasers are authorized to transfer the 
work on the parts to some other department in the factory which has 
the equipment and machines necessar.r to perform similar operations. 
This procedure is resorted to when the backlog of work is so great 
that the department foreman cannot meet the promised date of com-
pletion$ 
At General Electric Company production is controlled once 
an order has been released to the factory at the dispatchers desk. 
As the production papers are received they are filed according to 
the order in which they are received in a pocket on the control 
board. There are three pockets in the file. One for current work 
in process, a second for the next order to be worked on9 a third for 
all work ahead filed by date received~ The dispatcher does not work 
for the foremano He is production department personnel0 His job 
is to see that production orders are given out to the department 
workers in order. He cooperates with the foreman to the extent that 
the foreman has the say in who does the work. If a particular order 
requires certain skill which the worker receiving an order does not 
have, the order ma.y be given to the worker who does by the foreman. 
In this case the dispatcher reassigns the production order. 
It is the responsibility of the dispatcher to see that 
orders in the shop are complete before a new order is released. Thus 
one worker cannot be working on more than one order at one time. 
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This form of control is essential to controlling inventory in the plant 
for both raw material and finished partso 
Having a dispatch system does not mean that there is no need 
for .further expediting., Daily meetings are held by production depart-
ment and manufacturing personnel to expedite: ~rders that are behind 
schedule which are promisedo Queried or promised work which is behind 
schedule is always first to be worked on in which case other orders 
are held up0 These orders may eventually come out of the "scheduled11 
class and go into the "queried" class,. 
Expediting then is necessary because parts have been promised 
to a customer or because in the assembling of a machine, parts are not 
in stock and finally because parts in stock have gone below the minimum 
or danger point. 
The last point on procedures is recording. Already much has 
been said or ret.erred to on recording and forms which are used for keeP-
ing the perpetual information which is necessary in inventory control~ 
Sometimes there is too much paper work, handled by too many people, so 
that control is impaired. 
Records are kept generally in three departments - production, 
purchasing, and cost. A brief description of the rec.ords in each of 
these departments at the United Shoe Machinery Corp. will serve as an 
example or a recording procedure. 
The production department having responsibility for all 
finished parts~ machines, small tools plus products or specialty 
manufacture, sets up and maintains the perpetual inventory stock 
records. All transfers to stock are recorded on the inventory stock 
card by cabinet clerks. All requisitions and setting up lists are 
recorded on the inventory cards. All movements of items into stock, 
into storage and out or storage, all items sent to the factory for 
repair or correction, all stdpments to customers from stock and returns 
from customers are recorded on the perpetual inventory stock cards. 
This perpetual control or inventory is necessary in order to control 
quantities that may be ordered to replenish stock. The historical re-
cord enables the measurement of past consumption and if plotted graph-
ically would give an indication of future demands,. 
Under the section on ordering and issuing the procedures for 
recording were illustrated. When a production order is taken out, the 
order is recorded on the order suggestion card by date, order number, 
and number or pieces. When the prOduction papers are made up, the order 
clerk receives an index card called an "inspectors card 11 which has hecto-
g~aphed the order number, machine and part number, number or pieces 
ordered, first operation and location, nomenclature of part~ date order 
is taken out, date of completion (schedule). 
Transfers to stock are recorded on the "inspectors" card as 
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well as the stock record card~ The date of transfer is also recordedo 
The progress of quantities are followed as they are transferred- Not 
all of the pieces may be transferred at one time. 
When the order is closed, the "inspectors" card is removed 
from the open order file which is indexed behind the stock record card. 
Notation is made on the order suggestion card of the date the order is 
closed. In this manner the internal control of orders in the tactor,y 
is accomplishedG 
Records in the purchasing department are records peculiar to 
purchasing, that being the tile of open and closed purchase orders etc. 
The perpetual inventory cards for .all raw materials, general and main-
tenance stores are kept in the purchasing department. Recipts are re-
corded on the cards from the receiving copy of the purchase ordera 
Deliveries to the factory are recorded from the material requisition 
cards received from storeroom after the material has been issued. 
Purchase orders are taken out at order points from stock re-
cords. An order suggestion card is used to record the date of the 
order, quantity, and PA number. 
Recording in the cost department is an accounting f1mction 
by which the standard cost of parts are maintained~ A hectograph copy 
of the master card bearing all the information listed on the "inspectors" 
card plus the standard operations, time allowance, set up operations 
and set up allowances are listed. The card also has department code 
where operations are performed. This represents the standard cost 
card for the order~ The material requisition is recorded on this card 
and from accounting information the standard cost of the order is com-
puted. 
IV. DISCUSSION OF ECONOl(IC VOLUME 
The optimum level at which an investment in the various 
classes of inventory for a particular company depends upon two types 
of conditions, one governed by general business conditions the other 
by the internal peculiarities of the products of manufacture. These 
two factors represent the basis for discussion of economic volume. 
"Economic volume 11 is another way of expressing :maximum and 
minimum inventory requirements. How high or how low they should be 
set depends again upon the factors mentioned above~ 11In periods of 
increasing production and great market demand ordering quantities may 
be increased and minimums frequently raised. If business conditions 
are the reverse the minimum generally is lowered. ra * Condition of 
finance, available capital, and extent of storage facilities avail-
able also have an influence upon the economic volume of a. particular 
com~. Factors peculiar to the product of manufacture which govern 
the m.aJWnum and minimum quanti ties of inventory includes: 
le Consumption of the article over the past period. 
2o Ordering quantities determined by set up cost, and large 
lot purchasee 
3e Probable obsolesence will influence amount that should 
* 6 pp 433 
be carried in stock. 
4e Time necessar,y to secure the article after requisitioning 
must be considerede 
There are four elements of economic volume. Some of these 
elements are confusing therefore a brief explanation will help clear 
up any confusione The four elements are: 
1,. ma:rlmum li.mits 
2. minimum limits 
3 ~ order point 
4. economical lot 
1. Maximum. quantity is the upper limit which the inventory 
of a specific item should be carried in stock~ 
2~~o Minimum quantity is the lower limit of the inventory of 
a specific item and repres•nts a margin of safety which should be used 
only in the case of an emergency. 
3e Order point is the inventory quantity of a specific item 
which is required to insure against exhaustion of the supply during 
the interval between the placement of an orde:t• and cieliver;r of the order. 
4e Economical lot is the standard quantity to be ordered when 
the order point is reached. 
The ciefini tion of "order point" given by Thomas Me Landry is 
excellent and should be applied more by compa.niese 
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"Order point" or checking point is the level or the inventory balance 
at which a check is made to determine whether or not to reorder. It 
should never be considered a definite reordering point since this is 
likely to result in large inventories., It should always be consider-
ed as just what it is meant to be a checking 'QOint<l)" * 
Order quantities are previously determined tor items ot stock~~~ 
The size ot the lot is based on set up charges; inventory carr.ying 
charges, schedule requ.irements3 scrap, obsolesence factor, material 
handling requirement and standard costs pegged to these quantities. 
other factors which influence economical lots include: ** 
lo Design status 
2o Time cycle to procure the material or to process the parts 
3. Necessary protective stock 
4. Material and labor costs per unit 
5o Maximum quantity per set up balanced against number 6 
6" Minimum quantity due to machine utilization 
7. Common sense 
Economic volume depends largely upon the amount of common 
seni.'Je used b;y the company in its practice of ordering. Initially in-
ventories get out or balance because or ordering. The methods used in 
establishing, maintaining and checking upon the elements ot economic 
volume will determine the soundness or the inventory and the compan;yw s 
position as it ma;y become affected by future general business conditions. 
:1; ; pp 212 
** 5 pp 214 
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Exhibit 7 
If)() 
Common sense starts at the upper level and works down to the personnel 
charged with the control of economic volume. 
The chart in exhibit #7 shows output at various rates of 
capacity. Based on the production cycle in the department, turnover 
at capacity output can be determined. At zero capacity a certain base 
inventory is necessary in many lines of manufacture so that adequate 
service to customers may be maintainede The est.ablished minimum. inven-
tory is added to the working inventory. As production increases the 
minimum decreases so that at 100% capacity none is needed. 
Using this as a basis a budgeted inventory is set up for a:tf7 
rate of production based on a given turnover at 100% capacity. 
Be> Determination of Economic Volume 
Each company has its own method of detennining the best level 
of inventory to carey. In arriving at inventory quantities the elements 
of economic volume are applied. These elements such as order point~ 
standard order quantity, maximum. quantities,~~ in each case depend.:upon 
how standard the product is, the obsolesenee factor, time needed to pro-
duce in the plant or purchase outside and finally the most important 
point which is measured in mone;y and not in quantities - how much work-
ing capital can the company afford to tie up in inventories of the 
various classes. 
One thing which all companies have in common in determining 
economic volume - that is sales. Sales is the basis for establishing 
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In exhibit 8 above a family or curve8 are co~­
tructed tor items falling within different manufacturing oo~t 
ranges. It would be impractical to construct a graph 
tor each item when there are thousan~s or items of manu-
facture, threrfore i~ems are groupe1 into price ranges. 
It ia obvious that for such items as screws and bolts 
which have a low cost and a higb annual consumpt1o" ~h~ 
lot sise woul4 be larger than the lot size for high cost 
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The graph in eXhibit. ij reflects· ordering of 
items on a number of months supply basis·.. The dotte:1 
line in~icates that a three months supnly is inadequate 
for slow moving items and that for high consumption items 
or1er quantities should be lower than three month!' P~~~ 
preferableJ down to one months' supplJ. 
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the production schedules3 From backlog of orders and sales estimates 
of new business which again is tied in with general business conditions1 
the level of inventory investment is set. From estimates a. yearly 
schedule is prepared for machines to be manufactured and assembled. 
Some companies review the schedule quarterly. Others keep closer watch 
on the sales and each month revisions may be made if necessary. The 
yearly estimate is only a guide of what production and sales should bee 
A~ no time should it be considered final. 
The responsibility for the determination of economic volume 
rests with top mana.gem.ent. Earlier in the introduction it was pointed 
out that inventory management differed from inventory control. Good 
inventory management is a. prerequisite to good inventory control. 
Co Responsibility for Control 
The production department in most companies is responsible for 
the control of economic volume. They take the schedule as presented 
upon determination by top management and prepare for maintaining the de-
sired production schedules so that the level desired does not exceed or 
lag behindo Again it must be stated from observation that no system or 
procedure, no fixed order point, no standard quantity for order, no max-
imum inventory in class or by individual item, none of the elements of 
economic volume once established operate automatically. Control must 
be more than taking out a new order when the order point is reached, 
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it must consist of review and use of common sense in advance of flood• 
:i"ng the factory with unnecessary orderse Thus the work of a production 
department is to maintain adequate inventories, serve customers promptly 
without running the danger of having too much in stock to meet consump-
tion. 
Individual items are controlled through frequent periodic 
review of consumption so that changes in the order point and standard 
order quantity made may be suggested. Unbalanced inventories are the 
results of drop in consumption on some items and increased consumption 
in other items without needed changes being made in the order point and 
order quantitye There are times when economical lots must be abandoned. 
One instance is when the size of the lot would increase the quantity of 
stock above the maximum quantity for the item. Another instance is 
when it is necessary to break up a standard quantity in order to expe-
dite a smaller quantity to meet customers• orders or because the parts 
needed are holding up the assembly of a machine which is promised. The 
policy in such cases is to disregard the added cost of breaking up the 
standard or economical lot in order to hasten the completion of the 
parts needed0 
A:n:y discussion on economic vqlume would not·be complete unless 
concrete examples of its application in industry were presented. The 
remaining pages of this section will be devoted to presenting the methods 
of determination and control used by machinery manufacturers in the 
industry .. 
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D. Application to Companies 
In this presentation the practices of four companies have 
been studied. They are 
1. United Shoe Machinery Corporation 
2. General Electric Company 
.3"' American Type Founders Company 
44 Monarch Machine Tool Company 
Each company manttra.ctures machinery of a special nature., The policies 
on economic volume will be presented showing how each company differs~ 
An important point to note .will be the number of different items o£ 
stock which each company has to control and how they control the volume~ 
1. The United Shoe Machinery Corp. 
The principal product of manufacture is shoe machinery of all 
types and for every purpose. The number of active parts required for 
the shoe machines number over 70g000o 
Management determines the quantity of machines of different 
types required for the year"' Each year a schedule is submitted to the 
production de~rtment calling for the estimated number of machines to 
be produced. The schedule calls for a quarterly allocation. This en-
ables management to review production and sales by quarter and make 
necessary changes in the schedule"' 
l>!achine orders are taken out in lots of 5 to 100 using the 
schedule as a guide"' At the factor,y the stock of machines on hand is 
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three months consumption. The order point is set at three months 
supply and the order quantity is for three months supply. In other 
words when down to three months stock order three months stock., 
Part orders on the other hand are taken out tor a standard 
quantity which represents one year's requir~r~nts~ This is the gen-
eral rule., However if the part is large, the one year•s sppply is 
broken up into smaller lots which are more convenient to manufacture 
in the plant,. Orders tor the part follow each other so that two or 
more orders are open at the same time. 
Economical lots are deternrlWned by engineering giving consi-
deration to machine utilization, set up time, operating time, storage 
facilities in the factory, and length of time required to complete 
part in the factory., Pegged to the economical quantity is the standard 
cost for producing the part. 
Consumptions are checked ever, two months.. This enables 
order points to be reviewed and changed before there is much chance for 
over or under stocked conditions. At the same time consumptions are 
checked the inventory stock card is checked for clerical accuracy., In 
addition to consumption check and recording the order clerks who work 
with the items check order points regularly., If it becomes necessary 
to take out an order for less than an economical lot, where parts need-
~d plus the mirrlUnum stock do not require the larger lot, a smaller lot 
is ordered .. 
~~agement is very much aware of the necessity for close con-
trol of inventory. The inventory level is maintained at a point where 
service to custome:t•s will not be affected and at the same time inven-
tories are tied in with general business conditions for the companye 
2. The General Electric CQ&p&ny 
The Lynn plants were chosen as an example for this study,. 
One of the principal products is the jet turbine<t. 
The policies and practices for the determination and control 
of economic volume include the following: 
Order quantities are determined from certain basic informa-
tion which includes: * 
lo Expected weekly usuage 
2. Design status 
3. Time required to replenish stock 
4. Minimum quantity that can be produced on a machine tool with-
out seriously affecting its operating time. 
5. Maximum quantities based on physical or practical limitations. 
6. Base quantity price excluding set up 
1. Set up on the quantity at extra charge 
Parts for stock must have authorisation of engineering and 
production departments. Apparatus require authorisation of the commer-
cial depa.rtmente 
* 1 pp S3 
Effective inventory control is based on short period fore-
ca.sts. Production orders are authorized for ten week periods revised 
monthly.. The purpose is to have high turnover at low ultimate cost. 
However, in the case of production orders on the automatic machines 
and punch presses it may be undesirable to produce minimum orders be-
cause it is too costly to do so. Satisfactory machine tool utiliza-
tion is more important. 
~um quantities are limited to 3 to 6 months requirements. 
In this connection it is important to establish proper manufacturing 
time and tim.e required to replenish stock. The order point is set at 
the point when that minimum time to replenish is reached. 
The planning, manufacturing, production, and purchasing depart-
ments are responsible for determining economic volume. The manutac ... 
turing department is responsible for orders after they have been placed 
in the plant. 
Each it~n of stock is judged on its own merits. No formulas 
are used to arrive at order quantities or order pointse 
3.. American T.f.pe Founders, !nco * 
This company manufactures printing presses and movable printers 
type. There are over 4500 different articles of finished stock. There 
are five current models of printing presses each press having over 4000 
parts.. 15% of all parts in stock are service parts.. Presses are erected 
oil- 14 pp 27 
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in lots of 5 or 10 as needed for current sales. 
This company usee the following tools for inventory· control: 
1. A master production schedule for each model is issued by 
management as a production authorization. 
2. A set of master sheets tor each model listing the allocation 
and availability of finished parts against the schedule. 
3. There is a stock record card tor each ~art with a correspond-
ing card covering raw material tor each part. The card carries order 
point and ordering quantity. The order point is set at two months nor• 
mal use. 
The ordering quantity is set at a minimum economical produc-
tion quantity taking into account such factors as set up cost~ plant 
facilities, character and size or part, and limited to no more than 
tour months usage. 
A standard stock of service parte are manufactured tor tactor,r 
stock within the quantity limits without executive authorization but in 
each case before a parts manufacturing order is issued a check is made 
on the immediate past use and if indicated a new ordering point and new 
ordering quantity are establishede 
Even though there is an existing manufacturing order author-
ization, parts orders are not issued so long as quantities remain above 
the ordering point. Control is two - fold - ordering points must be 
reached and a manufacturing authorization must exist. In subnormal 
;s 
periods or in anticipation of subnormal periods the inventory is de-
creased by withholding new schedules or stretching existing schedules. 
The advantages of this method of control are: 
1. It provides balance~ 
2e It is flexible in that it permits a prompt response to changes 
in requirements;& 
3. Better planning holds down amount of work in process. 
4. Slow moving items are automatically eliminated. 
5. It is simple, reliable and coordinative0 
The foregoing principles apply to the compa~·rs control of 
printing presses and parts thereon. In the case of movable printers 
type a somewhat different policy is followed. 
Since immediate delivery service is a paramount consideration$ 
it is necessary to stock heavy on many different sizes and types of type~ 
Inadequate inventories would result in a large number of small manufac-
turing orders and high costs. 
The popular class of movable type are ordered based on an 
ordering point equal to the past 5 months current usage. Based upon 
established economical lots manufacturing orders are issued without exec-
utive authorization but are limited to this same five months usageo 
"Control of inventory is a most important and far reaching 
function in the management of industry"' 11 * This is the endeavor of 
* 14 pp 28 
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American T.ype Founders, Inc. 
4. Monarch Machine Tool Company ** 
This company manufactures lathes of various types and sizes 
as its principal product. 
Standardization has played a big part with Monarch Machine 
Tool Company. Design engineers have standardized parts among various 
machine toolso 
Calculation of actual needs are based on sales backlog totaled 
at the end of each month. As a result total requirements for a part are 
determined by multiplying the number of machines of the various types of 
machines that have actually been sold by the quantity of parts required 
for each machine. The totals are then added for each machine that re-
quire this part.. From this sum. is deducted the balance in stock plus 
quantity issued to assembly for machines not yet shipped. This figure 
is then adjusted tor an overage to adjust for spoilage. 
Minimum ordering points are established usually for one months 
supply, greate1 .. only if delivery is unsure,. If inventory falls to the 
minimum. ordering point, parts not to exceed economical lot size are 
ordered. A smaller quantity is ordered if the difference between the 
calculated need and the mi~um order point is less than the economical 
lot size. The total stock on hand anywhere in the plant depends on the 
machine shop schedule. 
** 11 pp 103 
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V.. INVENTORYING 
A.. Physical Inventory 
The effectiveness of inventor,y control is tested by means of 
inventorying. For the production department inventorying proves the 
accuracy of the perpetual inventories. For the accounting department 
it verifies the ledger balances and makes the physical quantities and 
values thereof represent the asset value appearing on the financial 
statements. For the independent public accountants the p~·sical inven-
tory is a verification which must be had before financial statements 
can be certified. Finally, for the internal revenue department the act 
states that stock must be inventoried at least once a yearD 
Foremen should be interested in the inventory for they are 
the ones who must accurately account for the work in process. They and 
their assistants, because of their familiarity with the operations, 
stages of process, and ability to identify materials in the department 
are the logical members of the organization to be charged with the super~ 
vision of the physical aspects of the inventory taking. But for them 
inventory taking is a nuisance. They are production men and any shut-down 
or delays in production is costly • "Taking an inventory is one of the 
necessar,r evils of corporate and business procedure., It disorganizes 
the routine, it adds to the expenses and when it is all over the ente~ 
prise is no better off financially than it was before." * 
* 7 PP 336 
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The method which is being used for determining the amount of 
inventory increasingly in well organized enterprises is to determine 
the inventory by means of book records which are currently maintained 
and show under various classifications the amount of inventory which 
should be present in the absence of errors and irregularities - in 
other words perpetual inventories. However, due to possibility of er-
rors and irregularities perpetual inventory records require confirma-
tions from time to time by comparison in whole or in part with actual 
stock on hand. It is considered good practice today where reliance is 
placed prit:utrily upon perpetual inventory records to confirm their re-
liability and accuracy by making a comparison of book records with stock 
on hand for all portions of the inventory at least once a year. This 
does not mean that the physical inventory should be taken all as of one 
date. For years past some concerns have made it their practice to 
stagger the comparison in such a manner that certain items are checked 
from month to month throughout the year the whole inventory being covered 
at least once during the 12 month cycle. 
This introduction to inventorying has explained who is inter-
ested, why inventories are necessary, and how to simplify the task of 
taking inventories. It must be understood that in actual practice there 
are various methods most of them successful of taking a physical inven-
t.ory • 1.iore than one method may be used within a company for inventorying 
the various classes of stock. The methods which are common will be 
discussed and their application by companies in the study liill be cov-
ered further on this paper$ 
1. Education and Instruction 
"A successful physical inventory depends on adequate pre-inven-
tory educa:tion and instruction, clear-cut lines of responsibility, sound 
organization, and supervision and a complete audit coveragee'~ * Erep.-
a.ra.tiort of an inventory manual is a. :must before an inventory can be car-
ried to a. successful conclusion. The purpose of the manual should be 
twoe~ld - educational a.nd instructive. The instructions should be both 
general and detailed for use by foremen and employees alike. The ed-
ucationa.l section should clearly outline the need for a physical inven-
tory. A clear simple explanation of the necessity of taking an inven-
tory will give it a. new meaning to those who must carry the responsibi-
lity of taking it. The instructions should be issued well in advance 
ot the actual inventory date. Many questions which inevi ta.bly arise 
can be quickly answered without wasting time :for decisions to be ma.dee 
A good set of instructions will cover the following points: 
1. Division of responsibility 
a.. physical control 
be financial control 
c. audit control 
2. Pre-inventory preparation 
a.. identification of parts and operations 
b. segregation of repair work a.nd scrap 
c. arrangement of like parts, sizes a.nd operations 
d., pre-inventory instruction to employees 
-)~ 16 pp 276 
3. Inventory tickets 
a. proper method of filling out tickets 
be assigtnaent of blank tickets 
c. disposition of completed tickets 
4. Materials to be inventoried 
a. good material 
be scrap 
Co obsolete parts 
5 • Method of counting 
a. hand counting 
b.. weighing 
c. measuring 
6. Location of materials 
a., stockroom 
b.. shipping room 
Co manufacturing dept. 
d. receiving room 
eo inspection dept. 
Each company adopts its own set of instructions.. The important point 
is that the instructions be clear and concise. 
2. Responsibility 
The importance here is to fix defirdte areas of responsibi-
lity. 11Since the principal purpose of the physical inventory in this 
instance is to provide-a basis for checking the value of the assets; 
the ultimate responsibility for direction of the inventory procedure is 
vested in the head of the accounting department. He in turn holds the 
heads of the various operating departments and clerical department for 
the performance of the inventory duties within their respective 
fields .. " * As a rule the inventory crew within a. department consists 
if- 8 pp.3 
of the foreman, his immediate assistants and such other departmental 
employees as may be considered qualified for the operations by pos-
sessing special knowledge of the work. The department executive in 
each instance is responsible to the accounting executive for all inven-
tories coming under his jurisdiction and is instructed by the latter as 
to the general procedure to be followed. 
The physical organization is assigned to the production depart-
ment. It is their responsibility and all other parties should be in-
formed that this function belongs to the production department. 
The final responsibility, that of audit, is the work of the 
independent public accountant or the internal audit department of the 
company. 
3. Organization 
The production department has a stake in the units of raw 
material, expense tools, parts, assemblies, and work in process in 
various stages of production. Even though stock records may have been 
carefullY maintained during the year a physical inventor,y gives the 
production department an accurate actual recordof quantities of stock 
on hand& Good production planning requires an accurate inventory of 
expense tools and supplies. It is logical that the production depart-
ment be given the responsibility of organizing the physical phase of the 
inventory. 
It naturally follows that the accounting department organize 
the financial end of valuing the inventory and accounting for all 
inventory in transit, shipped not billed, returned for credit, etc. 
Further the accounting department is responsible for getti11g out the 
inventory notices to the production department and operating depart-
ments together with special instructions for a proper taking of the 
inventory. 
4. Supervision 
As stated before, the department heads or foremen are the 
chosen supervisors of the inventory. On their shoulders rest the 
responsibility of carrying out the instructions for a correct inven-
t.ory., nit is to the supervisor that we must look for the culmination 
of all our efforts.'' * Any laxness will be reflected in the accuracy 
of the inventor,r. Unfortunately the foreman's attitude quicklY finds 
its way to his workers .. 
Supervising a crew o~ inventory employees is not an easy task. 
Loafing on the job is only one of the problems. The more serious prob-
lem is that employees may go through all the motions but may either fail 
to make a complete coverage or fail to count or check properly. The 
foreman and his assistant must always be out in the department to be 
sure that everything is progressing according to plan. A foreman can-
not run an inventory from his office.. Good supervision meets its real 
test on inventory day. Close cooperation with the production and ac-
counting departments will aid the foreman in his inventory progress. 
* 16 pp 276 
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Supervision cannot be overemphasized. All the education and 
instructions, the best organization, and clear cut delegation of respon-
sibility will be useless if the supervision is ineffective. The danger 
lies with the foreman's indifference because of his inability to perform 
inventory duties. Time and again good production fo~emen are known to 
be failures in clerical duties. 
5. Preparation by Operating Departments 
The following is a ten point preparation plan which should be 
used by the operating departments prior to the actual taking of the 
inventory,. * 
1. All scrap located in operating departments is collected and 
separated .. 
2. Partially spoiled goods or goods not suitable for current produc-
tion are carefully segregated from current work in process and stored 
in a separate place in each department. 
3. Surplus production materials which are not kept in sub stockrooms 
often accumulate in substantial quantities in manufacturing departments. 
These materials consist of the excess quantities delivered to the depart--
ments over those :t•equired on factory orders..., These materials are sorted 
by size and type and the excess is returned to the central storeroom 
before invento~~ date. 
* g PP3-5 
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4.. Small tools that are "expensed out 11 to the manufacturing depart-
ment when they are issued are omitted from the inventory& 
5.. Sub-stores are arranged in an orderly manner to facilitate the 
taking of the inventory. 
6. Tool cribs are surveyed for missing or loaned jigs, fixtures, 
instruments. This only serves to put tool cribs in order bUt also re-
moves loose tools from operating departments. 
7. Worn small tools located in departments are inspected and either 
repaired or returned to the main storeroom where they are salvaged or 
scrapped .. 
8. Machine tools and line equipment are cleaned and checked .. 
9. Immediately before inventory date work in process is carefully 
prepared for eour1ting and listing. 
10. Yard items consisting principally of coal, sand9 pig iron, lum-
ber, require special treatment. 
6. Enumeration and Listing 
The method foll~red in enumerating and listing inventories 
varies from company to company. Basically, the procedure followed is 
to have teams. One counts and another member of the team writes.. One 
team should check the work of the other. In other words the inventory 
should be counted twice. 
Inventory tickets or sheets may be used depending on the prac-
tice of the company. When a ticket is used it comes in two parts. 
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Standard information recorded on it are part number, and nomenclature 
or part. The quantity is written in and initialed or signed by the 
writer., The checker countersigns the ticket and then the ticket is 
separated from the stube The advantage of this system is that the 
stub remains with the stock counted and serves as evidence that it has 
been taken in the inventory. Further advantage is that auditors can 
readilY locate the parts and verify the count by spot checks$ 
Inventory sheets are made up from the tickets or prior to 
t~cing the inventory. The quantities are recorded on these sheets and 
they are sent to the accounting department after the quantities have 
been checked to the perpetual inventory records., Another method is to 
check the perpetual inventory records from the inventory tickets and 
then take off' a listing from the perpetual inventory cards of' quantities 
on hand as of the inventory date~ 
7 lit Use of Punched Cards in Taking Physical Inventory 
In companies where the items to be inventoried are numerous 
tabulating cards are used for taking the physical inventory., A system 
similar to the one to be described is employed by the General Electric 
Company in their inventorying. 
A dual card is used to record the inventory count 3 one card 
for each item of' stock. The cards are serially numbered both on the 
card itself and on the detachable stub., The card p:~. .. ovides for informa-
tion in both written and punched form covering a description of the item 
in all details, its quantity, unit price and the total price., 
The identifying information and unit price are written and 
punched previous to the inventory taking in order to reduce the time 
required later for listing the inventory and punching cards. 
The cards are issued to the inventory takers by serial num-
ber and each one must be accounted for when the cards have been re-
turned to the accounting department and the listing of the serial num-
bers is completed. 
The quantities of each item in stock are counted and written 
in the proper card. Each count being checked by a second counter. 
The cards are finally detached from the stub and the stub is affixed 
to the article or bin as a visual indication that the item has been 
inventoried. The serial number serves to identity the latter with the 
card in event that a recount of an item is desired to rectify an ap-
parent mistake. 
The cards are sorted by serial number and machine listed to 
detect any missing ones. After all cards have been accounted for, it 
remains onlY tor the quantity to be punched. Extensions are computed 
and punched automatically from the quantity and unit price already 
punched on the card. 
The cards are tabulated to obtain the required accounting 
totals either by department or by total. Following this a listing is 
made by stock number which serves as support for the accounting totals 
and as a cross reference with the previous listing by tag number. 
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This system is adapted to any company whether the inventory 
is being taken all as of one date or where the inventory is a take off 
of the perpetual inventory records which have been verified continuously 
during the year •. The important feature of the system is the time sav-
ing element. The cards can be prepared well in advance o:t the inven-
tory and the standard information may be punched on them such as the 
part number, description, unit price. A master card is used and is re-
produced each year. New cards are made up :tor new items and removed :tor 
items no longer in the inventory. As prices change the unit price on 
the master cards must be changed to have it up to date prior to repro-
ducing :tor inventory~ 
B. Methods 
1. Annual Inventory 
Most companies take an annual physical count o:t all raw materi-
als, work in process, finished stock, expense supplies, tools, and assem-
blies. Usually the inventory comes at the end o:t the fiscal year or a 
month before. lVhere the inventory is complex the various classes may be 
inventoried at varying intervals throughout the year. Many of the com-
panies having large inventories use tabulating cards to facilitate the 
work. A large number of personnel have to be trained for an accurate 
taking of the inventory. 
Where inventories are counted physicall7 at the end ot the 
year, education and instructions are of the utmost importance. 
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.. has prepared a. pamphlet on inventory 
taking that should be useful to many small companies who are not in-
formed on good inventorying practices. # 
2. Semi-annual Inventory 
:t-fany small companies take semi-annual inventories. The pur-
pose is to check more closelY on their inventory control and verit.y the 
accuracy of their perpetual inventory. It also serves to check book 
figures to actual quantities on hand so that adjustments may be made 
more frequently • 
.3. Continuous Inventory 
Most companies of large size are today adopting some method 
of continuous inventory or moving inventory. This is in conjunction 
with adequate perpetual inventory recordse 
Personnel either from the production department or from the 
stock department or both do nothing else except count stock. The idea. 
is to physically count stock throughout the year so that each item is 
counted once during a. twelve month cycle~ The counts are reported to 
the production department where they are compared with the perpetual 
inventory record and adjustments made. 
4. Verification of Perpetual Inventory Records 
A deviation of the continuous inventory method is whereby the 
production department asks for a. ~tcorrect count" or verification of 
stock on hand. The point at which the verification is asked may be the 
# See Metropolitan Life Insurance Co0 ttPbysical Inventory Procedure 
in Industrial Plants 11 
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order point, or when the balance is zero or when there is more than a 
certain number or months supply on hand. 
A verification slip (see exhibit #10) is sent to the stock-
room giving the part number, description or the part and a quantity 
check is requested. If the quantity on the inventory card is written 
on the slip beforehand, often the stockroom will not bother to count 
the stock and enter the same quantity that is shown on the slip as the 
correct counto 
c. Perpetual Inventory 
Although it is the practice to take an annual phy-sical inven-
tory, it is necessary to maintain accurate up to date perpetual records 
of all types of inventory. No program of inventory controls can be 
complete without some form of continuous day to day coverage of addi-
tions and dispersions of stock. The perpetual inventory records serve 
many useful purposes. The current quantity on hand can quickly be had 
by a glance at the record. Turnover of stock is determined for indivi-
d~"l items. Slow moving or obsolete stock is readily detected and may 
be removed without having to wait for a year-end physical to determine 
that the stock existed. New orders are placed when the order point is 
reached. Perpetual inventory cards provide for new order points to be 
established as a result of increase or decrease in consUmptions. The 
perpetual inventory is an historical record as the word 11perpetual 18 
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List No. Machine 
FINISHED STOCK VERIFICATION 
Pieces on stock rard I By 
Pieces in stock 
' By 
l.a~t t•ntries on stock card 
If withm one week 
Remarks: 
Verif}' when stock at 60 days 
Date 
Date 
FF 184 DO:-l'T VERIFY OFTE!IIEI~ THAN ONCE A YEAR 
Exhibit 10 
Verification slip used verify perpetual 
inventory stock cArd with stock 
physically on hand in the stockro~m 
Co~rtesy of United Shoe ~Achinery Corp. 
indicates. From the time an itam is received into stock until that 
item is no longer carried, all transactions are recorded on some form. 
1. Card Records 
There are many types of card records (see exhibit #11) as well 
as there are different types of filing of the records. There are two 
parts to the card. The upper portion which may be part of the same 
card or on a separate card has certain standard information such as the 
part number which is either all numeric ·.or is a combination of letters 
and nur4bers, a description of the part, location, and in addition each 
company has certain other variable information which it desires on the 
card. Same of these items include minimum stock, order;point, consump-
t.ions, length of time to procure either by manufacture in the shop or 
by outside purchase, drawing number, vendor. The lower portion of the 
record is used for the compilation of orders, receipts, deliveries and 
balance on hand. The card may have special columns for apportioned 
stock, reserved items. Replenishment orders with the quantity ordered, 
manufacturing or purchase order number, date ordered, are usually kept 
on a separate card with cross reference made to the historical section 
of the balance to stock card. Again let it be said that there are a 
great many variations to perpetual inventory records even within one 
industry. Basically they all have one purpose, that being to serve as 
a quick means of showing how much is in stock and on order. 
Just as there are various types of card records, so to are 
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Exhibit 11 
Perpetual inventory stock card in two parts 
Above card for order suggestion record 
Below is the balance or stock card 
I -
,CARD NO. 
I 
SlUG. 
there various ways of filing them. A visual type file is kardex, a 
product of Remington Rand co~» another is wheeldex which uses a ro-
tary drum. Then there is the blind file whereby the cards are filed 
vertically one behind the other in cabinets or open trays on top of 
deskse Each method has certain advantages and certain disadvantages. 
Since any detailed enumeration of these systems would be a rehashing 
of material readily available» to those desiring further information 
it is suggested that representatives of the companies selling the 
system be contacted. 
2. Mechanical Tabulation of Inventor.y 
When the inventor,y of a company consists of a large number 
of items, the personnel required to keep perpetual inventor)- records 
up to date by posting receipts, transfers, requisitions, shipments etc. 
is expensive. To load a few workers down with the trentendous task would 
be to sacrifice accuracy in which case the value of perpetual inven-
tory records would be lessened. Instead of the card records being 
manual, the use of the Hollerith system * which uses I.B.M. punched 
cards would be a faster, more accurate record of perpetual inventory. 
There are three basic transactions in perpetual inventory 
which would require the following forms: 
1~ ~~terial balance card 
2. Material received card 
3. l~terial requisitioned card 
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The balance card has fields laid out for date, type of 
transaction, material number, maximum and minimum quantities, quantity 
balance and amount balance. A separate card is punched for e~ch item 
of material i.e. for each kind of raw mate:t"ial, semi-finished part and 
finished parts as well as supplies~ These cards are filed in the bal-
ance card file by material number. 
The received card has fields for date, type of transaction, 
material number, purchase or production order number, voucher number, 
quantity received, and amount of charge~. Other data may be provided 
for if desires. These cards are punched from production orders, re-
ceiving slips or vendors invoices. 
The reguisition card has fields for date, type of trans-
action, material number, production order number, quantity issued, 
price and amount. The cards are punched dai]Jr and quantities totals 
are cheeked for accuracy. After they are punched and checked, they 
are placed in collator together with the price cards. The latter are 
punched for each kind of material~ new cards being made as prices change. 
The price card automatically files a price card ahead of each group of 
requisition cards for a particular material number. The cards are now 
run through an automatic multiplying punch. This machine automaticallY 
picks up the price for a particular item multiplies it by the quantities 
on each requisition for that materia~ and punches the computation into 
the reqtdsition card. Extensions may be formed by this method at a rate 
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of 1000 to 1500 requisitions per houro 
Next the receipt, requisition, and balance cards are merged 
by the collator. In this operation the collator rejects any balance 
cards which are not affected by the day's transactionse These cards 
are returned to the balance file. The merged cards are then tabulated 
by the electrical alphabetic accounting machine creating a current 
material record of active items. 
By use of the automatic summary punch as the material is 
being tabulated a new balance card is punched for each iteme 
The material record forms are made up with transfer posting 
ca:r.•bon paper. 
Information is transferred from the material record onto the 
stock cards by use of the facsimile posting machine one complete line 
at a time. Posting is in material number sequence. It requires one 
seco1ld to post a complete line. 
There are many companies who use I.B.M. machines for many 
purposes yet maintain perpetual inventories by manual methods which 
are time consuming and costly. Some companies use this system for some 
part of their perpetual inventory records but not one hundred percent. 
In those cases there are other reasons why some phases are not put on 
I.B.M. In cases where the method has been tried and abandoned it was 
found that greater accuracy could be had when individuals did it man-
ually~~~ One fault or the system was that it brought out negative or 
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credit balances in stock. This is not however a .fault o.f the system 
but does point out that weaknesses exist in the physical handling.of 
the inventory or human errors in punching or preparing clerical work. 
This is no greater a fault than errors made when cards are posted 
manually. In both cases the inventory cards must be checked and peri-
odically reviewed. 
vfuen using the Hollerith system, a check of physical quan-
tities in stock must still be made., The better method of physical 
check is by verification o.f quantities in stock. As stated under 
methods o.f physical inventory section this check may be nade at the 
order point or when more than a certain number o.f months stock is on 
hand. Usually a correct count is made when parts in excess of normal 
current consumption are to be stored. 
The system with the interira physical checks is a good sub-
stitute for an annual physical inventory. Day to day control of inven-
tory is set up and like anything else if it is properly administered 
by competent personnel who know what they are doing this is the best 
form of inventory control. 
Perpetual inventories whether manual or mechanical are neces-
sary and are being used by companies. It must be remembered that perpe-
tual inventory records are only historical and human judgment is neces-
sary to actually control quantities of stock., 
D. Application to Companies 
The inventorying procedure at the United Shoe Machinery 
Corp., 9 Beverly factory was studied in connection with inventory con-
trol. The aspects of organization, inventory instructions, method of 
inventory taking were studied., 
1. Organization 
The accounting department is responsible for inventorying. 
They prepare the inventory notices giving the date for taking the in-
ventory of the various classes of stock. Notices and instructions are 
sent to the various departments that are involved with the taking of the 
inventory. 
The production department is responsible for the physical 
organization of the inventory. The purchasing depart1nent is responsible 
for all inventory· which it controls such as the raw materials inventory 
and the general stores and supplies. The purchasing department is in-
structed to furnish lists of stock returned for credit, bills paid for 
which no stock has been received. 
2. Instruction 
Written instructions prepared by the accounting department 
are issued to the departments affected by the inventory taking. The 
instructions are issued well in advance of the inventory date so that 
any questions may be answered and unnecessary delays may be avoided., 
The instructions to each department are issued listing their respon-
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sibilities in covering aspects of the inventory falling within their 
department$ These instructions are issued to the production, purchas-
ing, manufacturing and shipping and receiving departments. Copies are 
also issued to members of the accounting department who are conc-erned 
with the inventorya 
3~ Methods of Inventorying 
The method used for all classes of stock including finished 
parts, tool, expense supplies, general stores and general store tools, 
raw materials, foundry metals is by verification of the perpetual card 
records, throughout the year each item of stock being verified at least 
once annually. The verification is requested by the production depart-
ment for the classes of stock which it controls and by the purchasing 
department for the classes of stock it controls. The verification is 
requested at order point, when a certain number of pieces of stock min-
imum and maximum quantities appear to exist on the stock cards. 
~tachines are inventoried by accounting for each machine by 
serial number physically and checked to the card record~ 
Standardized items such as nuts, bolts, screws, springs, wash-
ers, etc. are inventor~ed by weighing annually,. 
The invento~· of the various classes of stock is not taken 
all as of one date. The different classes of inventory are inventoried 
from the perpetual inventory cards. The inventory is listed.. Any doubt-
ful items are checked by request for verification of physical quantities 
on hand .. 
The finished parts inventory which is the largest class con-
sists of over 70»000 active parts and approXimately· 103»000 parts in all~ 
To take a pnysical count of all these items as of one date would be im-
practical and it would necessitate shutting down the plant. Therefore 
the annual inventory consists of listing the perpetual inventory quan-
tities from the stock cards. These stock cards have been verified at 
least once during the year by verification. 
At inventory time instructions which are issued to the manu-
facturing departments enables them to clean up surplus parts and return 
them to the finished stockro~~ in time for transfers to be posted onto 
the perpetual inventory card prior to listing the inventory. 
The inventory is listed by production department personnel who 
have been instructed on the method of listing. All quantities are check-
ed. As a further check all additions and deductions fr~n the stock cards 
are checked for clerical accuracy after the listing has beer1 made. Any 
errors which are found are reported to the accounting department so the 
inventory may be proper~- adjusted. 
The finished parts inventory is audited by the accounting depart-
ment after it has been priced and extended. A similar procedure is fol-
lowed for the other classes of inventory. 
The production of the foundry together with the inventory of 
castings is the I.B.M. machine. The inventory control of foundry cast-
ings together with production reports which enable the production depart-
ment to schedule work based on present work load is facilitated by the 
use of tabulating machines and punched cards. The method is worth 
noting. 
~Vhen a manufacturing order is taken out by the production 
department which requires a casting to be produced by the foundr.y a 
summary card is punched. (See exhibit #12) The card has the follow-
ing columns: machine, part number, weight each, price each, pieces to 
be produced, pieces ordered, pieces produced this period, pieces pro-
duced to date, date order sent to foundry, production report date, order 
number, type of moulding, plate size, type of material$ 
Each day's castings from the foundr,y moulders' tickets are 
punched on a card similar to the summar,y card but identified by a green 
st~lpe. Castings that are junked in process are punched on a card bear-
ing a red stripe. On both cards are punched the order number, machine, 
part number, and the number of pieces. Production reports are tabulated 
weekly from these cards which are collected with the summary card. An 
automatic su~ary punch reproduces a new summary card with pieces pro-
duced this period and pieces produced to date brought up to date. The 
report for the production department is in pieces only. Another report 
giving weight and price extended to give total value and total weight is 
also made for use by the accounting department. Both reports are tabu-
lated by type of moulding. The accounting copy is further tabulated by 
type of metal. 
Casting deliveries, (see exhibit #12) to the manufacturing 
Exhibit 12 
Summary e~r1 use1 in connection with Foun~ry 
production reports and Foundry inventory below 
IBM e~r~ u~ed for casting ~eliveri~s fr0m 
Foundry to Machine ~hop 
iAt.MOM CASTINGS 'Ot:UVI'IItil> 
lSI GftUN •• CASTINGS RHI.IIlNtt> 
WGf,. ----- -•· -·-· 
' . 
MI." .. ----------
Courtesy ot United Shoe Machinery.Corp. 
departments from the foundr.y are punched on cards. The original card 
is reproduced. The original is filed in the work in process file be-
hind the order the duplicate is used for the tabulation of the perpe-
tual inventory of castings. 
To the balance of castings in inventory card for each type 
of casting is collated the production, junk, and delivery cards. The 
cards are sorted alphabeticallY and numerically by machine and part 
number and tabulated monthly in quanti ties only" Annually the inven-
tory is priced and tabulated. 
With the summary card having the various information, special 
reports can be prepared by extracting from ar~ fields necessary to ac-
~omplish the report. 
This perpetual inventory method has worked successfullY with 
the foundry castings. It could be adopted for raw materials, finished 
parts, or any inventory where the number of items are great. 
A perpetual inventory control method used by The Cook Elec-
tric Co. of Chicago -l*- who has 12,000 items manufactured or purchased 
is somewhat similar to the one used for four1dry invento:ry at United Shoe. 
The main emphasis is dependability of the records. The inventory con-
trol is aimed at five major items. 
le Preventing interruption in production schedules 
2. Determining overstocked items 
* 17 pp 20 
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3. Finding slow moving items 
4e EliTl1inating unnecessary costs (usually connected with exces-
sive inventorieso) 
5e Keeping worki~~ capital in its most liquid condition 
The method followed in controlli11g the inventory is as follows: 
1. Tabulators receive one copy of the customers order and punch a 
sales reservation card for each item ordered. 
2. Production orders are made up on a hectograph machine which at 
the same time makes a requisition for each item on the bill of material. 
~1ese cards are punched and serve as production reservation cards. These 
cards go to the ra\i' material stockroom and are held until material is 
delivered for production. 
3. Date of delivery is inserted and they are returned to tabulating 
for use as requisitions with the delivery date pttnched. 
4. When orders for production or purchase are issued, they are key 
punched on an 11on order" card. 
5. Deliveries made to the stockroom either on production or purchase 
orders are listed on delivery tickets which are also key punched. Trans-
act.ion code number designates each type of transaction for identification 
purposes. 
6. Each day all requisitions, reservations, receipts, and order cards 
are sorted by material number and material numbers are sorted in sequence. 
7. Previous day's operations have been summarized on a ·~alance for-
ward" card showing description, part number, cost code, amount in stock3 
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amount on order, &nount reserved, balance available for new production 
or sales order, and consumption this year to date~ 
8. Current day 1 s transactions are collated with previo·1.1s balance 
card in fo~ of each material number showing transactions for the day. 
9. Balance cards showing no transactions are kept separate from 
all other data"' 
lOa These cards are then run showing the description, part nmuber, 
transaction, unit code, and individual listing of transactions showing 
the new balance for all columns. Simultaneously the summary punch makes 
up a new balance card. 
11. Used cards are then sorted according to use. The old balance card 
destroyed, new balance cards collated so that there is a complete deck 
filed by material number. 
12. A report known as the "daily stock sta.tusn is made in triplicate 
from these cards. 
13. The original copy is used to transfer post all the information 
except description to the inventory cards. The second and third copies 
go to the production planr..ing departr11ent where shortages become immedi-
ately evidente The balance column will show a credit balance when re-
servations exceed balance in stock plus the established minimume 
Checks in the operation are added for control at several places. 
1. Every time a posting is made to an inventory card the part number 
is put in its column so that in referring to the card it is easy to see 
if the posting is correct. 
8S 
2. Unit code numbers are inserted in measurement of material" Thus 
if a certain material is measured in ounces it is designated by code 
number. 
3.. As a check on slow moving items a special wiring on the tabula-
tor enables machine to list only those items from balance forward cards, 
that do not show any consumption for a certain period. 
Another novel idea for invento~ing raw materials is with a 
camera. ~- This method was adopted by a California firm.. The purpose 
of using a camera is to save tin1e in inventorying by production workers. 
The inventory is checked by clerical workers in the office at less costo 
Raw materials are stored in an orderly way in racks or in bins 
clearly visible to a camera. Above each rack a clear description of its 
contents is marked listing material number and type, lengths of each 
piece or quantity in bundle, This is all preparatory to taking of photos. 
The camera photographs a section at a time.. The negatives are 
blown up so that when counting and checking the inventory· each piece is 
clearly visible in the photograph .. 
In the office clerks checking the inventory have a chart or 
diagram of the layout of racks giving similar information such as mate-
rial number type, lengths etc.. The count is made by dotting the pieces 
such as bar stock round or square or rectangular.. The count is checked 
by a second person before listing. 
* 10 pp 106 
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This type of inventor,ying is limited to raw materials. A 
great deal of preparation must be made during the year and at inventory 
time to have all like materials in their proper places before photo-
graphing. It is further limited to inventories that are not too com-
plex. It does have merits though and could be adopted by small or med-
ium sized machinery manufacturers or in decentralized plants where the 
number of machines assembled are not many and the materials consist of 
not too many items. 
To summarize this section on inventorying practices by firms 
there are several methods used. The important point here is that inven-
torying of stock is essential to good inventory control. The trend is 
toward perpetual inventories verified throughout the year either by 
continuous counting or through production department checks by requests 
for verification at order points or at some other interval. Perpetual 
inventories on tabulating machines are being adopted in special cases 
or by some compa11ies having the facilities and capacity for machine use. 
There are many difficult situations which require special handling that 
make it impractical in some cases for tabulating machines to be used in 
maintaining perpetual inventories. 
The importance of pre-inventory education and instructions 
cannot be overemphasized. Proper selection and instructions to personnel 
used for inventorying makes the difference between a good accurate inven-
tory and one that proves to be faulty and inaccurate. 
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An audit of the inventory by the accounting department who 
has the ultimate responsibility for inventorying is the final step 
in checking the effect of controls. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
As Summary of Thesis 
Inventory control is a pressing management problem. Busi-
nesses have failed in the past due to lack of management in establish-
ing good invento~J control policies. The results of this lack of fore-
sight or carelessness have been heavily burdened by high cost inventor-
ies which were probably out of balance. Inventories require the tying 
up of working ca. pi tal111 When working capital is not available, money 
must be borrm,·ed to carry the inventory • Unless the inventory is kept 
at a. uworka.ble" limit and the turnover is high, the cost of carrying 
the excess over the workable limit must be borne by the company which 
appear as added cost in the form of interest on the investment, insur-
ance, warehousing, handling, taxes, and obsolesence$ 
Conversely the advantages to be gained from good inventory 
controls include: 
1. The freeing of working capital and less chance ot bor~owi~~ 
heavily to maintain high inventories. 
2. This results in lower interest charges and reduced overhead 
in that inventory taxes and othe::t~ carrying charges will not have to be 
paid on unnecessary inventory. 
3. A high t~nover tiill be maintained. 
4. Obsolesence will be a lesser problem. 
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5. Customer service will not suffer as would be the case when 
the factory is loaded with unnecessa~J orders~ 
Prelicinaries ]2 Control * 
1. Control presupposes the establishment of a policy and limits 
within which the inventory is kepte 
2. Accumulation of data showing condition and trend. 
3. Individual responsibilities must be established. 
4. Control reports must be sufficiently timely to make possible 
corrections of undesirable trend before irreparable damage has been 
done. 
Top management is responsible for setting the control poli-
cies, the broad outlines and limits which cannot be delegated without 
great peril to the business. Individual responsibilities and organ-
ization of departments which will carry out the controls and accumulate 
the data showing condition and trend must be among the problems of top 
management. 
An inventory conmdttee should be designated as management•s 
team to renew policy. Members included on this team should be the 
superintendent in charge of manufacturing, production supervisor, plant 
comptroller, chief engineer, and purchasing agent. 
Centralized cox1trol of inventory b! the production department 
* 7 PP 4 
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is the best form of organization. Since the production department in 
large concerns control the release of production orders to the factory., 
they rather than any other department are more suited to control the 
inventory of parts3 machines, tools, and materials. However, in the 
course of research it was found that there is var.ying opinion on the 
control of raw materials. Materials should be controlled by the pur-
chasing department was a theory advanced on the grounds that by sep-
arating the material control function from the other inventory controls 
11any conflict in relative advantages in purchasing and production econ-
omies can be evaluated and resolved from an overall objective viewpoint 
of company advantage rather than permitting either department to pre-
vail .. " * Thus control would be at the policy level. 
In addition to the organizational aspects of inventory con-
trol, companies must have as a requisite a system of procedures. These 
procedures include ordering, receiving, storing, issuing, accumulating., 
expedi tin.g, and recording.. All the procedures are important to good 
control. 
"The most impo:t"tant step in inventory control is ordering or 
deciding what and how many of each item to order or make. 11 ** Order-
ing of parts and machines is made through the factory. This constitutes 
the bulk of the ordering process., Raw materials are purchased outside. 
* 15 pp 79 
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Necessary forms to accomplish ordering include purchase orders and re-
quest to purchase form for outside orders. For internal ordering large 
concerns prepare production paper package which includes material re-
quisition .form., pay vouchers., move slips, blueprints, and stockroom 
transfer form. Control is aided by standards applied for the material 
required and the standard set up and operating time allowance as estab-
lished b~ the planning section. 
Issuing is second in importance. Without a planned method of 
requisitioning coupled with material requisition forms controlled through 
the production department costly waste results. "Improper diversion of 
material tt~ough excess use is conmonplace in many plants6 Frequently 
material is tiwown away, lost, or damaged while in process without any 
record providing a check. One cause of this condition is the plant's 
allotdng excess material to remain in the plant to be used on future 
orders rather than returned to the storeroon;.@ n * 
A third essential requisite is a means of expediting. In 
order to satiety customers by promptly shipping service parts and de-
liver needed parts for completion of machine assemblies, expediters are 
needed to chase production orders in the factory. 
Economic volume. for any company depends upon the level which 
a company considers necessary to be a workable inventory. 
'* 6 pp 431 
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The maximum limit may be set at one years supply by one company whereas 
another company may consider four to six months suppl)- as workable. 
Within the same company one class of inventory may be set at three 
months supply and another class would be carried at one year ~ m 
The economical lot size for ordering is based on design sta-
tus, machine utilization, set up time, operating time, the time to pro-
duce pegged to the cost to produce. Except in the case where automatic 
machines are used in producing the part, less than economical lot size 
may be ordered on the theory that although the cost per piece is more 
the ultimate cost of carrying the additional pieces would be costlier. 
The order point is a checking point. It should never be con-
sidered a point where new orders are automatically placed without first 
reviewing the past consumption and considering the possibility of re-
vising the order point or postponing the order temporarily. The con-
sumption check should be less frequent than at an order point however, 
at that time the order clerk should check the item and suggest a new 
order be placed. Before authorizing a new order the supervisor respon-
sible for control should review the consumption of the item and consider 
future use of it. 
The surest, safest method of inventory control is by constant 
check of consumption., "Stock and consumption" is used by the United 
Shoe Machinery Corp. whereby consumptions are checked every two months 
and based on yearly consumption, orders are taken on items for a one 
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years supplye Inactive parts detected by frequent consumption checks 
are placed on a made-to-order basis. Increase or cut back in order 
point is based on this same consumption check. 
The responsibility for determining economic volume is in top 
management. The responsibility for control as already explained is in 
the production control department. 
There is no substitute for sound judgment and common sense in 
exercising good inventory control. 
In studying the policies of four companies each manufacturing 
a different type of machine it was noted that the type of business 
governed to a great extent the level at which inventories were carried 
and the type of control of economic volume. Each concern strives to 
keep their inventory at the lowest possible level without endangering 
customer service6 For example in the machine tool industry production 
schedules for machines to be assembled are known in advance based on 
backlog of orders. Any slumps in general business are first noted by 
the capital goods industries so that the machine tool company in this 
study can without too great a risk control inventory. 
The shoe machinery industry on the other extreme is governed 
by seasonal cycles. The shoe industry with its fads and frequent style 
changes necessitates the maintaining of higher inventories per item. 
To outfit a shoe manufacturer a large variety of machines must be as-
sembled and ready for delivery to them. The control of SO different 
machines for example is much more difficult than 8 machines. One 
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company bases its inventory or stocked parts on sales orders on hand, 
another on the length of time it takes to produce the parts in its 
plant thus limiting its stock on hand to three to six months, and a 
third keeps a years stock on hand for any active part~ 
The final aspect or inventory control which was reviewed in 
this thesis is inventorying. There are two phases of inventorying1 
physical inventory and perpetual inventory. Both are important to good 
inventory control. 
Perpetual inventory is the day to day accumulation of data on 
the items in the inventory. It is anhistorical record as well as a 
means of an on the spot source of quantities on hand at any given time 
available for consumption. Businesses rely on perpetual inventories 
more than on physical inventories although it is now common practice to 
maintain a running check on perpetual records by verification of quanti-
ties physically on hand. 
Verification of perpetual inventory cards is made in a number 
of different ways but each item should be verified at least once a year. 
The most obvious method is the annual physical inventory. Most com-
panies still take the annual inventory at great expense to themselves. 
The second method which many well organized companies are adopting is 
the continuous inventory whereby every item in stock is counted through-
out the year so that within a twelve month cycle each item has been 
counted at least once. The third method is verification requested by 
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the production department for a particular item. Usually the stockroom 
is controlled by the production department so that the verification 
process is controlled throughout by production department personnel~ 
Finally the fourth method used in the verifying of perpetual inventory 
records is notification from the stockroom when the supply on hand 
reaches its minimum. This method is employed with standardized parts 
such as nuts and screws. A notification slip is placed in the reserve 
package. When that package is broken open the slip is forwarded to the 
production department so that the parts may be reordered. 
The use of electric tabulating machines is becoming more pop-
ular for maintaining perpetual inventories. Companies which have a 
large number of items of stock find that faster.~~ more accurate records 
are possible by using I.B.M. or Remington Rand machines for keeping 
Companies who record by pen and ink their day to day trans-
actions have the opportunity of using I.B.M. cards for their annual 
physical inventory. In the section on Physical Inventory there is de-
scribed in detail the method o£ "Use of Punched Cards in Taking Physical 
Inventory". Also in the section on Perpetual Inventory there is de-
scribed in detail the mechanical tabulation of inventorye The experience 
- --
o£ the Cook Electric Company is illustrated on the effective use pf this 
methode * 
* 17 pp 20 
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Probably the most important point in preparing for the physi-
cal inventory or annual inventory both from card records and physical 
count is proper education and instructiono Countless headaches can be 
averted by issuing well in advance of the inventory date clear; concise 
instructions to all personnel concerned. This preparation should orig-
h.tate in the accounting department which has the ultimate responsibility 
for the inventory~ The physical preparation is the responsibility of 
the production department and all other departments should be informed 
of this fact. 
The quantitative control of inventory has been the subject 
of this thesis. There are two other aspects of control which are sub-
jects of study in themselves. They are quality control and cost control. 
The foregoing summary has brought out the important points of inventory 
control with which quantitative control is chiefly concerned. From 
these points we can draw certain conclusions and make suggestions on 
areas where weaknesses may occur. 
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B. Conclusions 
The broad conclusions to be drawn from this study include 
eight points., 
1. The approach to the inventory control problem must be an ad-
ministrative approach not merely departmental in its point of view~ 
Top management must take active part if controls are to be successful. 
Good inventory management is the pred~cessor to effective inventory con-
trol. 
2. Control must rest upon knowledge as to present facts and fore-
casts as to future conditionsa Inventory control presupposes informa-
tion as to present facts and the conslusion as to the desired direction 
of change if any • 
.3. "Speculation is unavoidable., Any commitment as to inventories 
is a speculation. Increasing production in anticipation of increased 
sales is just as much speculation as price speculation even though the 
latter may be more spectacular." * Speculation as to future world 
affairs and threat of war have caused many companies to stock-pile. 
Increased production, operating at plant capacity, extra shifts» bulg-
ing work in process, all are signs of speculation as to future events. 
Any excess production over present consumption is the building up of 
inventories at a high cost. Although this type of speculation is un-
avoidable, management must use sound, rational judgment in order to 
* 7 pp 67 
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avoid high colit inventories which may be consumed only at a. heavy loss0 
4e A do-nothing attitude will make net inventory losses inevita.blee 
Ordering control routines operated automatically are certain to result 
in losses which are greater than any possible profit. Co~non sense 
exercised by those who are responsible for ordering is the only cure~ 
5. Different types and degrees are called for by different parts 
of the inventorye The control of raw materials may require a different 
degree of control than assembled machines. 
6. There are a series of devices useful in the problem of control 
under varying activity conditions. All are directed at controllL~ pur-
chase committm.ents and production authorizations., 
ao Maximum and minimum points 
bo Control exercised through turnover 
c., Economical lots 
d., Ordel~ points 
7. Flexibility is an essential element. 
Se There is no mechanical substitute for human judgm.ent41 
The best evidence of good inventory management and sound in-
ventory control is a. healthy going concern continuing to serve its 
customers. 
In the preparation of this thesis$ United Shoe Ma.chiner,y Corp-
oration inventory control practices were used as a. nucleus. The control 
practices were compared to other companies in the machinery manufacturing 
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industry. The facts are based on present day policies and practices. 
There has been a recent Federal court decision on an anti-trust 
suit brought against United Shoe since the writing of this thesise The 
case has been appealed to the Supreme Court. Should the decision of the 
lower court be upheld, it will at that time be profitable to revalue 
the inventory policies and practices with the possibility that revisions 
may be necessary in certain sections. 
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